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Afshar With Floral Decoration, 52 Cm X 74 Cm, Small Quality Carpet, 19th Century Artifact, Persia, Iran

520 EUR

Signature : Afsharis

Period : 19th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Wool

Length : 74 cm

Width : 52 cm
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Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Small clarification: ALL of our rugs and objects

are FREE SHIPPING for France, Wallonia and

the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Reminder: all

of our carpets are professionally washed and you

will receive a detailed and precise invoice,

equivalent to a certificate at your request.

A small carpet, probably a side of a carrying bag

or a small exercise in style, this beautiful Afshar

with random floral decoration from the 19th

century is in magnificent condition for a rare

composition.

Afshar rug, (Avshar) also called Sirdjan from the

Shahr Babak region, hand-knotted in very good

quality wool, from the second half of the 19th

century.

This piece measures 52 cm wide by 74 cm long,



in shades of pink ocher, orange, almond green

and many blues placed on a field covered with

native shades with a very dark background The

color treatment has been made from plants and

minerals.

The ornamentation of this piece of great finesse is

composed of a rich and skilful decoration of

harmonious stylized flowers, surrounded by a

border representing stylized flowers, all bordered

by a braid of very fine execution. .

The carpet is in very good condition considering

its age and has no restoration, its carpet life was

probably on the wall or on a table, which allows

such a beautiful condition.

The colors are bright and give it a magnificent

cachet. ## The Kadjar or Kadjar dynasty: ( Qajar,

Qadjar, Qajar, Persian: ????? ) is a Turkmen

dynasty which reigned over Iran from 1786 to

1925.

A very fine example in its own juice which will

please the connoisseur with its very slight normal

wear, the ends are short fringed as on almost all

old carpets.

In the southeast of Iran, around the city of

Kerman, live the semi-nomads of the Afshar

tribe, but also in the region of Shiraz.

Pierre Loti, passionate about orientalism, speaks

of it in his writings in 1900 (Vers Ispahan) as

marvels of motley wool.

For a long time, these nomads lived in the

north-west of Iran, but part of the population

moved to the south-east where the manufacture of

carpets represented an important economic sector

and this since the middle of the 19th century.

These carpets have shades of pink, red, ocher,

many blues, purple and the majority of them bear

geometric patterns.

The most common design used is a large central

field with one or more square medallions.

Some decorations represent the skin of an animal

stretched before being tanned. What is typical of

Afshar mats is that they are relatively wide

compared to their length. Afshar rugs are also

marketed under the name Sirdjan rugs.



A collector's item above all, this superb rug is a

work of art close to modern or even

contemporary art that can be put on the wall.

This rug has been professionally and

environmentally cleaned.

Traces of light wear, which gives this type of

ethnic rug its authentic character.

A beautiful piece due to its construction and the

quality of the wools and the design.

Dimensions: Width: 52 cm x 74 cm FREE

SHIPPING FOR FRANCE EUR0 / EUROPE

EUR25 / WORLD EUR50

For all information You can reach me on 06 13

36 09 30 or by email

winsteinprovence@gmail.com.

www.winsteinprovence.com Text photos
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COME AND VISIT US!!!

REF WINSTEIN 1239
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